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Abstract

Ethane oxidation at intermediate temperatures and high pressures has been investigated in both a laminar flow reactor and a rapid compression machine (RCM). The flow-reactor measurements at 600–900 K and 20–100 bar showed an onset temperature for oxidation of ethane between 700 K and 825 K, depending on pressure, stoichiometry, and residence time. Measured ignition delay times in the RCM at pressures of 10–80 bar and temperatures of 900–1025 K decreased with increasing pressure and/or temperature. A detailed chemical kinetic model was developed with particular attention to the peroxide chemistry. Rate constants for reactions on the C_2H_5O_2 potential energy surface were adopted from the recent theoretical work of Klippenstein. In the present work, the internal H-abstraction in CH_3CH_2OO to form CH_2CH_2OOH was treated in detail. Modeling predictions were in good agreement with data from the present work as well as results at elevated pressure from literature. The experimental results and the modeling predictions do not support occurrence of NTC behavior in ethane oxidation. Even at the high-pressure conditions of the present work where the C_2H_5 + O_2 reaction yields ethylperoxyl rather than C_2H_4 + HO_2, the chain branching sequence CH_3CH_2OO → CH_2CH_2OOH → OOCH_2CH_2OOH → branching is not competitive, because the internal H-atom transfer in CH_3CH_2OO to CH_2CH_2OOH is too slow compared to thermal dissociation to C_2H_4 and HO_2.

Keywords:
1. Introduction

Investigation of ethane oxidation at high pressure and intermediate temperature is important from both fundamental and practical perspectives. From a practical point of view, ethane is the major non-methane component in natural gas, which is used in gas turbines and gas engines for power generation and transportation; variations in ethane fraction in natural gas may result in significant changes in the ignition properties of the fuel [1]. In addition, the use of ethane as an engine fuel is growing, in the first instance for ships transporting feedstock ethane. Knowledge of ethane oxidation is important for evaluating the potential of knock in the engines using these fuels, as well as for the development of HCCI engines [2] and assessing possible spontaneous ignition in lean-premixed gas turbines [3]. From a fundamental perspective, the oxidation of C₂H₆ plays an important role in the hierarchical structure of the reaction mechanisms of hydrocarbon fuels. To develop and verify these chemical kinetic models for hydrocarbon oxidation, measurements of the combustion characteristics at high pressure are essential.

While hydrocarbon ignition even at high temperatures relies on intermediate-temperature chemistry, this range of temperature, particularly at high pressure, has only been sparsely studied. Species concentrations have been reported from reactor experiments. Hunter et al. [4] studied ethane oxidation at temperatures of 915–966 K and pressures up to 10 atm in a flow reactor. A jet-stirred reactor was used by Dagaut et al. [5] to study ethane oxidation at temperatures of 800–1200 K and pressures of 1–10 atm. Tranter and co-authors [6–8] studied the pyrolysis and oxidation of ethane behind a reflected shock at pressures between 40 and 1000 bar over temperatures of 1000–1500 K by measuring major stable products using gas chromatography (GC).

A number of studies report the measurement of autoignition delay times for ethane [9–18]. Beerer and McDonell [17] evaluated the ignition delay of ethane and other lower alkanes in a flow reactor in the ranges of 785–935 K and of 7–15 atm. Shock tube studies by Lamoureux et al. [14], Aul et al. [16], and Zhang et al. [18] have characterized ignition delays for ethane in a wide range of temperature (1100–2700 K), pressure (1–21 bar), and equivalence ratio. Experiments performed by Gersen et al. [19] in a rapid compression
machine (RCM) at 930–1000 K and 20–40 bar extended the available data to higher pressure. However, these pressures are still below those relevant for modern internal combustion engines.

Chemical mechanisms for ethane oxidation have been developed by several groups [5, 20–22]. Two of the more recent models were developed specifically for high pressure application. Naik and Dean [21] suggested a model for the oxidation of ethane at high pressure and evaluated it against literature data. In a previous study from this laboratory [22], a kinetic model for the oxidation of the mixtures of CH₄ and C₂H₆ was established and evaluated against the results of high-pressure flow-reactor experiments of C₂H₆/CH₄ mixtures (C₂H₆/CH₄=13%, at maximum). Models developed for heavier hydrocarbons or components of natural gas (e.g., [23–26]) include by necessity subsets for ethane, but specific evaluation against ethane data has been limited.

To extend the available data toward conditions relevant to engines and gas turbines, this paper reports the results of ethane oxidation experiments in a laminar flow reactor at pressures of 20–100 bar and temperatures of 600–900 K under a wide range of stoichiometries. The data are supplemented by ignition delay times measured in a rapid compression machine (RCM) at temperatures of 900–1025 K and pressures of 10–80 bar under stoichiometric and fuel–lean (ϕ = 0.5) conditions. A chemical kinetic model for ethane oxidation at increased pressure was established, based mostly on previous work [27]. The mechanism was updated with special emphasis on the peroxide chemistry. In particular, rate constants for reactions on the C₂H₅O₂ potential energy surface were adopted from the recent theoretical work of Klippenstein [28]. In the present work, the internal H-abstraction in CH₃CH₂OO to form CH₂CH₂OOH was studied at a high level of theory, allowing us to reevaluate the importance of the sequence

\[ \text{C}_2\text{H}_5 + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{CH}_3\text{CH}_2\text{OO} \rightarrow \text{CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OOH} \rightarrow \text{branching} \]

for low temperature ethane oxidation. The kinetic model was evaluated by comparison to the present data as well as to data reported in literature.
2. Chemical kinetic model and ab initio calculations

A chemical kinetic model for ethane oxidation at increased pressure was established. The model, which is discussed in more detail below, was based on previous work on high-pressure oxidation of hydrogen [29], hydrogen/carbon monoxide [30], methane [22, 27], acetylene [31], ethylene [32], and methanol [33]. In the present work, it was updated with special emphasis on the peroxide chemistry and evaluated by comparison to the present data as well as to data reported in literature.

The key reaction in oxidation of ethane at intermediate temperature is $C_2H_5 + O_2$. This reaction, which involves multiple wells and multiple product channels, was recently studied by Klippenstein [28], along with other reactions on the $C_2H_5O_2$ potential energy surface, at a high level of theory. At the conditions of the present study ($T > 600$ K and high pressure), the reaction mainly proceeds by addition of molecular oxygen to the ethyl radical,

$$C_2H_5 + O_2( + M) \rightleftharpoons CH_3CH_2OO( + M) \quad (R12a)$$

The fate of the ethylperoxy radical is important for the oxidation rate of ethane. Ethane is intermediate between the smallest alkane methane, which does not exhibit negative-temperature-coefficient (NTC) behavior and the larger alkanes such as propane and butane, which have distinct NTC behavior. As pointed out by Carstensen and Dean [34], experimental studies addressing the ignition of $C_2H_6/O_2$ mixtures appear to come to contradicting conclusions as to whether or not ethane oxidation shows NTC behavior. Knox and Norrish [35] reported distinct cool flame behavior for ethane while Dechaux and Delfosse [36] found no evidence of NTC behavior. In earlier studies, Townend and coworkers [37, 38] and Chirkov and Entelis [39] both observed a temperature range where the maximum rate of oxidation of ethane remained almost constant.

It is of interest whether the ethylperoxy radical participates in a chain-branching sequence similar to that of higher alkanes at temperatures below the NTC region. The initial steps are [40],

$$R + O_2 \rightleftharpoons ROO$$
ROO ⇌ QOOH

Once formed, QOOH may decompose to form the more reactive OH radical,

QOOH ⇌ O-heterocycle + OH

or it may recombine with \( O_2 \), starting a chain-branching sequence,

QOOH + \( O_2 \) ⇌ OOQOOH

OOQOOH ⇌ HOOQ-HOOH

HOOQ-HOOH → \( \dot{O}Q-HO + OH + OH \)

In both cases the internal hydrogen abstraction reaction ROO ⇌ QOOH, or for ethane,

\[ \text{CH}_3\text{CH}_2\text{OO}( + M) ⇌ \text{CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OOH}( + M) \]  \hspace{1cm} (R13a)

may constitute a rate-limiting step. This reaction has previously been investigated theoretically [41–43] but only estimates of the high-pressure limit have been reported. In the present work we determine the rate constant for this step as a function of temperature and pressure, based on the potential energy surface (PES) and methods of Klippenstein [28].

2.1. Theory: \( \text{CH}_3\text{CH}_2\text{OO} \) isomerization

2.1.1. Methodology

The rovibrational properties of the stationary points on the PES were determined at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level. The B2PLYP-D3 double-hybrid density functional method [44, 45], with a cc-pVTZ basis set was employed in the mapping of the torsional modes. High level energy estimates were derived from estimates for (i) the CCSD(T) complete basis set (CBS) limit obtained from extrapolation of calculations for the aug'-cc-pVQZ and aug'-cc-pV5Z basis sets, (ii) higher order corrections from CCSDT(Q)/cc-pVDZ calculations, (iii) core-valence corrections from CCSD(T,full)/CBS calculations based on extrapolation of results for the cc-pCVTZ and cc-pCVQZ basis sets, (iv) rela-
tivistic corrections from CI/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations, (v) diagonal Born-Oppenheimer corrections (DBOC) obtained at the HF/cc-pVTZ level, and (vi) anharmonic zero-point energy (ZPE) corrections calculated at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level.

The majority of the electronic structure calculations were performed with the MOLPRO software package of Werner and Knowles [46]. The CCSDT(Q) calculations were performed with the MRCC code of Kallay [47], while the DBOC were obtained with the CFOUR code of Stanton and Gauss [48]. The density functional theory calculations were performed with G09 [49].

The MESS code [50] was employed to obtain ab initio transition state theory based master equation (AI-TST-ME) predictions of the rate constants for this isomerization. This analysis includes a treatment of other channels on the PES as summarized in Ref. [28]. The collisional energy transfer rates were approximated as the product of Lennard-Jones collision rates with the exponential down model for the transition probability. For CH$_3$CH$_2$OO colliding with N$_2$, the Lennard-Jones parameters $\sigma$ and $\varepsilon$ were set to 3.95 Å and 286 cm$^{-1}$, respectively [51, 52]. The average downwards energy transferred, $<\Delta E_d>$, was set to 200 (T/300)${}^{0.85}$ cm$^{-1}$.

2.1.2. Results

The zero-point corrected barrier height for the transition from CH$_3$CH$_2$OO to CH$_2$CH$_2$OOH is calculated to be 36.9 kcal mol$^{-1}$, while the 0 K reaction endothermicity is calculated to be 17.0 kcal mol$^{-1}$. This predicted barrier is just 0.1 kcal mol$^{-1}$ lower than the G2-like value of 37.0 from Ref. [53]; the reaction endothermicities are also essentially identical.

An Arrhenius plot for the internal H-abstraction is shown in Fig. 1. Modified Arrhenius fits of the calculated rate constants are reported in Table 1. The upper bound in the temperature ranges for these fits are quite low, particularly for low pressures, due to the chemical instability of the CH$_2$CH$_2$OOH. Beyond that temperature CH$_2$CH$_2$OOH equilibrates with products more rapidly than it can be stabilized and should not be considered as a distinct chemical species.

2.2. Implications for the low-temperature oxidation of ethane.

The theoretical work by Klippenstein on reactions on the C$_2$H$_5$O$_2$ potential energy surface [28], including the internal H-abstraction in CH$_3$CH$_2$OO to form CH$_2$CH$_2$OOH dis-
Figure 1: Plot of the temperature and pressure dependence of the rate coefficient for \( \text{CH}_3\text{CH}_2\text{OO} \rightarrow \text{CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OOH} \) (R13).

cussed above, allows us to reassess the importance of the sequence \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_5 + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{CH}_3\text{CH}_2\text{OO} \rightarrow \text{CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OOH} \rightarrow \text{CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OOH} \rightarrow \text{branching (A)}. \) Figure 2 shows a simplified pathway diagram for conversion of \( \text{CH}_3\text{CH}_2\text{OO} \) under conditions representative of the present work, i.e., 500-900 K, 100 bar and an \( \text{O}_2 \) concentration in the percent range.

Under high-pressure conditions, the reaction of ethyl with \( \text{O}_2 \) almost solely leads to formation of ethylperoxy (R12a), with concerted elimination of \( \text{HO}_2 \) (R12b) becoming important only at higher temperatures or lower pressures. The figure shows that ethyl peroxy is mostly consumed by thermal dissociation to \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_4 \) and \( \text{HO}_2 \) (R13b), with only about 1% isomerizing to \( \text{CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OOH} \) (R13a). The \( \text{CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OOH} \) radical reacts rapidly with \( \text{O}_2 \) to form \( \text{OOCH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OOH} \), which can undergo internal H-abstraction and subsequently dissociate, forming two \( \text{OH} \) radicals.

Due to the low fraction of \( \text{CH}_3\text{CH}_2\text{OO} \) isomerizing to \( \text{CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OOH} \), the amount of chain branching via sequence (A) is limited. This has the implication that we would not expect to observe NTC behavior in the oxidation of ethane in the present work. As the pressure is decreased, NTC behavior is even more unlikely since the major product channel for \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_5 + \text{O}_2 \) will shift from formation of ethylperoxy (R12a) to formation of \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_4 + \text{HO}_2 \) (R12b). This is in line with suggestions in the literature [34, 42, 54], based
Table 1: Modified Arrhenius fits of calculated rate constants for \( \text{CH}_3\text{CH}_2\text{OO} \rightarrow \text{CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OOH}. \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( P^b )</th>
<th>( A )</th>
<th>( n )</th>
<th>( E_a )</th>
<th>T Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>3.15E31</td>
<td>-8.25</td>
<td>29360</td>
<td>300-600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>3.50E30</td>
<td>-7.88</td>
<td>29330</td>
<td>300-600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1.52E29</td>
<td>-7.37</td>
<td>29210</td>
<td>300-600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>3.47E27</td>
<td>-6.77</td>
<td>29000</td>
<td>300-600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>3.57E25</td>
<td>-6.04</td>
<td>28780</td>
<td>300-600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.60E24</td>
<td>-5.51</td>
<td>28800</td>
<td>300-700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.44E21</td>
<td>-4.40</td>
<td>28410</td>
<td>300-700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.85E19</td>
<td>-3.73</td>
<td>28490</td>
<td>300-700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.27E17</td>
<td>-2.81</td>
<td>28500</td>
<td>300-800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.67E13</td>
<td>-1.40</td>
<td>28970</td>
<td>300-900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.21E12</td>
<td>-0.92</td>
<td>29380</td>
<td>300-1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.87E08</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>28590</td>
<td>300-1200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) \( k = A T^n \exp(-E/(RT)) \) with \( A \) in s\(^{-1}\), \( E_a \) in cal mol\(^{-1}\), and \( T \) in K.

\(^b\) Pressure in atm

Figure 2: Simplified reaction path diagram for low-temperature, high-pressure oxidation of ethane, emphasizing the importance of NTC-type chemistry. The analysis is made for temperatures of 500-900 K, 100 bar, and 4% \( \text{O}_2 \).

on the higher calculated barrier for the 1,4 H-migration versus the concerted elimination for the formation of ethene and \( \text{HO}_2 \).
2.3. Reaction mechanism

In a previous study from this laboratory [22], a chemical kinetic model for combustion of CH$_4$ and C$_2$H$_6$ was proposed and evaluated against experimental data at high pressures for CH$_4$/C$_2$H$_6$ mixtures. In more recent work, the subsets describing oxidation of hydrogen as well as C$_1$ and C$_2$ hydrocarbons were updated [27, 29, 31]. In the present work, the reactions of the ethane subset were reviewed and more accurate rate constants were implemented where possible. Table 2 lists rate constants for selected species in the C$_2$ oxidation subset; the full mechanism is available in Supplemental Material.

Table 2: Selected reactions from ethane oxidation mechanism. The rate constants are in the form of $k = AT^n \exp \left( \frac{E}{RT} \right)$. Units are mol, cm, K, s, and cal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>$A$</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$E$</th>
<th>Note/Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1 CH$_3$ + CH$_3$(+ M)=C$_2$H$_6$(+ M)</td>
<td>9.5E14</td>
<td>-0.540</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-pressure limit:</td>
<td>1.3E41</td>
<td>-7.000</td>
<td>2762</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troe parameters:</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>1180</td>
<td>1.E30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2 C$_2$H$_6$ + H=C$_2$H$_5$ + H$_2$</td>
<td>7.4E03</td>
<td>3.100</td>
<td>5340</td>
<td>[56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duplicate rate constant</td>
<td>3.3E14</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>13667</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3 C$_2$H$_6$ + O=C$_2$H$_5$ + OH</td>
<td>1.8E05</td>
<td>2.800</td>
<td>5800</td>
<td>[57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4 C$_2$H$_6$ + OH=C$_2$H$_5$ + H$_2$O</td>
<td>1.6E06</td>
<td>2.220</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>[58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5 C$_2$H$_6$ + HO$_2$=C$_2$H$_5$ + H$_2$O$_2$</td>
<td>8.7E04</td>
<td>2.650</td>
<td>18900</td>
<td>[34] $^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6 C$_2$H$_6$ + O$_2$=C$_2$H$_5$ + HO$_2$</td>
<td>2.9E07</td>
<td>1.900</td>
<td>49548</td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7 C$_2$H$_6$ + CH$_3$=C$_2$H$_5$ + CH$_4$</td>
<td>3.5E01</td>
<td>3.440</td>
<td>10384</td>
<td>[60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8 C$_2$H$_4$ + H(+ M)=C$_2$H$_5$(+ M)</td>
<td>1.4E09</td>
<td>1.463</td>
<td>1355</td>
<td>[61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-pressure limit:</td>
<td>2.0E39</td>
<td>-6.642</td>
<td>5769</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troe parameters:</td>
<td>-0.569</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>9147</td>
<td>152.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9 CH$_3$ + CH$_3$=C$_2$H$_5$ + H</td>
<td>5.4E13</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>16055</td>
<td>[57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10a C$_2$H$_5$ + OH=C$_2$H$_4$ + H$_2$O</td>
<td>4.7E18</td>
<td>-1.581</td>
<td>7999</td>
<td>[62] $^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10b C$_2$H$_5$ + OH=CH$_3$ + CH$_2$OH</td>
<td>6.5E22</td>
<td>-2.442</td>
<td>12647</td>
<td>[62] $^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11 C$_2$H$_5$ + HCO=CH$_3$ + CH$_2$CHO</td>
<td>6.5E22</td>
<td>-2.442</td>
<td>12647</td>
<td>[62] $^b$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued on next page
Table 2 – continued from previous page

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Equation</th>
<th>Arrhenius data</th>
<th>Low-pressure limit:</th>
<th>Troe parameters:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R12a</td>
<td>$C_2H_5 + O_2 \rightarrow CH_3CH_2OO$</td>
<td>1.6E30  -5.560  5909</td>
<td>$4.7E25$  0.930  $16532$</td>
<td>0.426  0.3  2278  100000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12b</td>
<td>$C_2H_5 + O_2 \rightarrow C_2H_4 + HO_2$</td>
<td>1.9E11  0.140  6373</td>
<td>$5.1E10$  0.930  $16532$</td>
<td>0.426  0.3  2278  100000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12c</td>
<td>$C_2H_5 + O_2 \rightarrow CH_2CH_OOH$</td>
<td>1.9E15  -1.720  8034</td>
<td>4.4E18  -2.170  16840</td>
<td>0.426  0.3  2278  100000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12d</td>
<td>$C_2H_5 + O_2 \rightarrow cC_2H_4O + OH$</td>
<td>9.7E14  -1.220  12500</td>
<td>2.2E12  0.160  19980</td>
<td>0.426  0.3  2278  100000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R13a</td>
<td>$CH_3CH_2OO \rightarrow CH_2CH_OOH$</td>
<td>1.9E08  0.570  28590</td>
<td>4.4E18  -2.170  16840</td>
<td>0.426  0.3  2278  100000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R13b</td>
<td>$CH_3CH_2OO \rightarrow C_2H_4 + HO_2$</td>
<td>1.6E26  -4.370  34840</td>
<td>4.4E18  -2.170  16840</td>
<td>0.426  0.3  2278  100000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R13c</td>
<td>$CH_3CH_2OO \rightarrow cC_2H_4O + OH$</td>
<td>2.5E31  -6.100  44560</td>
<td>2.2E12  0.160  19980</td>
<td>0.426  0.3  2278  100000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R14</td>
<td>$CH_3CH_2OO + HO_2 \rightarrow CH_3CH_2OOH + O_2$</td>
<td>3.6E11  0.000  $-1267$</td>
<td>4.7E25  0.930  $16532$</td>
<td>0.426  0.3  2278  100000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R15</td>
<td>$CH_2CH_OOH \rightarrow cC_2H_4O + OH$</td>
<td>3.2E21  -2.970  16400</td>
<td>6.3E10  0.930  17098</td>
<td>0.426  0.3  2278  100000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16</td>
<td>$CH_3CH_2OOH \rightarrow CH_3CH_2O + OH$</td>
<td>1.4E33  -5.270  48696</td>
<td>6.3E10  0.930  17098</td>
<td>0.426  0.3  2278  100000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R17</td>
<td>$CH_3CH_2O(+M) \rightarrow CH_3O + CH_3(+M)$</td>
<td>6.3E10  0.930  17098</td>
<td>6.3E10  0.930  17098</td>
<td>0.426  0.3  2278  100000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[a\] see text.
\[b\] at 100 atm pressure. For other pressures see the mechanism file in the Supplemental Material.

The mechanism takes into account the prompt dissociation of the weakly bound radical HCO, based on the recent work of Labbe et al. [66]. Weakly bound free radicals have low dissociation thresholds, facilitating dissociation during the vibrational-rotational relaxation process at high temperatures where the timescales for dissociation and collisional relaxation become comparable. The prompt dissociation of HCO yields atomic hydrogen, promoting the radical pool. We adopt the method of Labbe et al. [66] to derive prompt dissociation fractions of important HCO-forming reactions.

The dissociation of ethane (R1(b)) can initiate pyrolysis/oxidation at high temperatures. At the temperatures of the flow reactor and RCM experiments, this reaction is
favored in the reverse direction where it acts as a chain-termination path,

\[ \text{CH}_3 + \text{CH}_3 (+ \text{M}) \rightleftharpoons \text{C}_2\text{H}_6 (+ \text{M}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (R1)

At the pressures of this study, the rate constant for reaction R1 approaches its high-pressure limit. We adopt the value of the high-pressure limit from the theoretical work of Klippenstein et al. [55]. Their calculation shows a slight negative temperature dependency, in line with most earlier measurements as well as the recent one by Sangwan et al. [67].

Ethane is mostly consumed by H-abstraction reactions with the radical pool, e.g.,

\[ \text{C}_2\text{H}_6 + \text{H} \rightleftharpoons \text{C}_2\text{H}_5 + \text{H}_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (R2)

\[ \text{C}_2\text{H}_6 + \text{O} \rightleftharpoons \text{C}_2\text{H}_5 + \text{OH} \]  \hspace{1cm} (R3)

\[ \text{C}_2\text{H}_6 + \text{OH} \rightleftharpoons \text{C}_2\text{H}_5 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \]  \hspace{1cm} (R4)

\[ \text{C}_2\text{H}_6 + \text{HO}_2 \rightleftharpoons \text{C}_2\text{H}_5 + \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (R5)

The H-abstraction by a hydrogen atom from ethane (R2) has a relatively high barrier (\( \sim 5.1 \text{ kcal mol}^{-1} \) [56]), so it is mostly favored at high temperatures. We rely on the results of Sivaramakrishnan et al. [56] who measured \( k_2 \) in a shock tube at 1128–1299 K and extrapolated the rate constant to 300–2000 K from theory and previous measurements. Their rate constant has a higher sensitivity to temperature than the recommendation by Baulch et al. [57]. The most important consumption step for ethane is typically reaction with OH (R4), partly due to its low barrier (\( \sim 0.7 \text{ kcal mol}^{-1} \) [58]) and partly due to the abundance of OH radicals over a fairly wide range of stoichiometry. The rate constant for reaction R4 is taken from Krasnoperov and Michael [58]; their value agrees well with earlier determinations.

Hydrogen-abstraction from ethane by HO\(_2\) (R5) becomes increasingly important with decreasing temperature and increasing pressure. The only reliable experimental determination of \( k_5 \) was conducted by Baldwin et al. [68]. They measured \( k_5/(k_{\text{HO}_2+\text{HO}_2})^{0.5} \) at four temperatures in the 673–773 K range. We have re-evaluated their values of \( k_5 \), using the recent rate constant for \( \text{HO}_2 + \text{HO}_2 \) from Zhou et al. [69]. The results are compared
with theoretical rate constants for $\text{C}_2\text{H}_6 + \text{HO}_2$ on Fig. 3. Carstensen and coworkers calculated $k_5$ both from estimation rules [34] and from CBS-QB3 ab initio calculations [34, 70]. More recently, Aguilera-Iparraguirre et al. [71] investigated reaction R5 at the CCSD(T) level but adjusted the results according to higher level benchmark calculations on $\text{CH}_4 + \text{HO}_2$.

Figure 3: Arrhenius plot for the reaction $\text{C}_2\text{H}_6 + \text{HO}_2 \rightleftharpoons \text{C}_2\text{H}_5 + \text{H}_2\text{O}_2$. The symbols denote experimental values from Baldwin et al. [68], obtained as $k_5/(k_{\text{HO}_2+\text{HO}_2})^{0.5}$ and reinterpreted in the present work with an updated value of $k_{\text{HO}_2+\text{HO}_2}$ [69]. Lines denote calculated rate constants from Carstensen and Dean [34], Carstensen et al. [70], and Aguilera-Iparraguirre et al. [71]. The rate constant from Carstensen et al. [70] was divided by a factor of 10 to correct for a typo in the A-factor.

The theoretical rate constants for R5 vary up to a factor of four but agree with the measurements of Baldwin et al. roughly within a factor of two. We have adopted the value from Carstensen and Dean derived from estimation rules; this value is in between the theoretical rate constants and agrees closely with the data derived from Baldwin et al. Modeling predictions of high-pressure intermediate temperature ethane oxidation are sensitive to $k_5$ and the flow reactor data discussed below support the results from Baldwin et al.

The reaction between ethane and molecular oxygen,

$$\text{C}_2\text{H}_6 + \text{O}_2 \rightleftharpoons \text{C}_2\text{H}_5 + \text{HO}_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (R6)

is an initiation step at intermediate temperatures. For this reaction, we rely on calcu-
lations by Sharipov and Starik [59] giving a rate constant around 40% lower (at 700 K) than the estimation of Baulch et al. [57].

The reaction between ethane and the methyl radical,

\[ C_2H_6 + CH_3 \rightleftharpoons C_2H_5 + CH_4 \]  \hspace{1cm} (R7)

can be important under reducing conditions. The rate constant is taken from the work of Peukert et al. [60] who combined shock-tube measurements at 1153–1297 K with TST calculations to obtain a rate constant valid in the 500–2000 K range.

At the present temperatures and pressure, the ethyl radical mainly adds to molecular oxygen,

\[ C_2H_5 + O_2(+M) \rightleftharpoons CH_3CH_2OO( + M) \]  \hspace{1cm} (R12a)

For the addition step, as well as for the other branches of the \( C_2H_5 + O_2 \) reaction (i.e., R12b, R12c, and R12d), we rely on the calculations by Klippenstein [28].

For the reaction of ethyl with hydroxyl radicals (R10a, R10b),

\[ C_2H_5 + OH(+M) \rightarrow C_2H_4 + H_2O( + M) \]  \hspace{1cm} (R10a)
\[ C_2H_5 + OH(+M) \rightarrow CH_3 + CH_2OH( + M) \]  \hspace{1cm} (R10b)

we adopt the rate constants obtained theoretically by Labbe et al. [62].

As discussed above, ethylperoxy radicals (\( CH_3CH_2OO \)) may isomerize internally to \( CH_2CH_2OOH \) or dissociate to either \( C_2H_4 + HO_2 \) or \( cC_2H_4O + OH \) [28].

\[ CH_3CH_2OO \rightleftharpoons CH_2CH_2OOH \]  \hspace{1cm} (R13a)
\[ CH_3CH_2OO \rightleftharpoons C_2H_4 + HO_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (R13b)
\[ CH_2CH_2OOH \rightleftharpoons cC_2H_4O + OH \]  \hspace{1cm} (R13c)

Alternatively, ethylperoxy can abstract hydrogen from stable molecules such as \( CH_4 \) and \( C_2H_6 \), or combine with other radicals. For the H-abstraction from \( CH_4 \) and \( C_2H_6 \), we adopted the rate constants from the theoretical work of Carstensen et al. [70]. In
the absence of measurements or theoretical determinations, H-abstraction from most other components are estimated by analogy to the reactions of CH$_3$OO and HO$_2$ (see Supplemental Material).

Hydrogen-abstraction by CH$_3$CH$_2$OO from stable molecules yields ethyl hydroperoxide (CH$_3$CH$_2$OOH). Ethyl hydroperoxide may react with radicals or dissociate thermally. The rate constant for decomposition of ethyl hydroperoxide is drawn from a theoretical determination by Chen et al. [64]. Only the channel to CH$_3$CH$_2$O + OH (R16) is important under combustion conditions. For the radical reactions, we estimate the rate constant by analogy to CH$_3$OOH reactions.

The hydroxyalkyl radical CH$_2$CH$_2$OOH would be expected to recombine rapidly with O$_2$,

$$\text{CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OOH} + \text{O}_2( + \text{M}) \rightleftharpoons \text{OOCH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OOH}( + \text{M})$$

To assess the importance of the sequence CH$_2$CH$_2$OOH $\xrightarrow{+\text{O}_2}$ OOCH$_2$CH$_2$OOH $\rightarrow$ branching, we conducted calculations including the overall reaction,

$$\text{CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OOH} + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{CH}_2\text{O} + \text{HCO} + \text{OH} + \text{OH}$$

with a rate constant estimated to be similar to that of C$_2$H$_5$ + O$_2$ recombination. However, due to the small amounts of CH$_2$CH$_2$OOH formed by isomerization of CH$_3$CH$_2$OO (R13a), predictions were not sensitive to this step and this reaction pathway is not included in the final mechanism.

Ethene is an important intermediate under the current conditions. The reaction subset for ethene, discussed elsewhere [32], was adopted from recent work [27] without changes. Modeling predictions show sensitivity to the rate constant for the complex
reaction between ethene and the hydroxyl radical,

\[
\begin{align*}
    C_2H_4 + OH( + M) &\rightleftharpoons C_2H_3 + H_2O( + M) \quad (R19a) \\
    &\rightleftharpoons CH_3 + CH_2O( + M) \quad (R19b) \\
    &\rightleftharpoons CH_3CHO + H( + M) \quad (R19c) \\
    &\rightleftharpoons CH_2CHOH + H( + M) \quad (R19d) \\
    &\rightleftharpoons CH_2CH_2OH( + M) \quad (R19e)
\end{align*}
\]

We adopt the rate coefficients from the theoretical work of Senosiain et al. [72]. The direct hydrogen abstraction to form vinyl radicals (C\(_2\)H\(_3\)) is the major channel at intermediate to high temperatures. More recently, Vasu et al. [73] measured the overall rate of the title reaction over 973–1438 K and pressures of 2–10 atm; conditions where formation of C\(_2\)H\(_3\) is expected to be dominant. Their results indicate a rate constant for the C\(_2\)H\(_3\) branch around 50 % higher (at 800 K) than Senosiain et al. [72], i.e., in agreement with the theoretical value within the uncertainty.

3. Experimental

3.1. The laminar flow reactor

The experimental setup was a laboratory-scale high-pressure laminar-flow reactor designed to approximate plug flow. The setup was described in detail elsewhere [30] and only a brief description is provided here. The system was used here for investigation of ethane oxidation chemistry at pressures from 20 to 100 bar, temperatures up to 900 K, and flow rates of \(\sim 3 \text{ Ni min}^{-1}\) (STP; 1 atm and 273.15 K).

The reactions took place in a tubular quartz reactor (inner diameter of 8 mm), enclosed in a stainless steel tube that acted as a pressure shell. Using a quartz tube and conducting experiments at high pressure minimized the contribution from heterogeneous reactions at the reactor wall. The steel tube was placed in a tube oven with three individually controlled electrical heating elements that produced an isothermal reaction zone in the middle of the reactor. A moving thermocouple was used to measure the temperature profile inside the pressure shell wall after stabilizing the system. The system was pressurized from the feed gas cylinders. The reactor pressure was monitored
upstream of the reactor by a differential pressure transducer and controlled by a pneumatic pressure valve positioned after the reactor. The pressure fluctuations were less than 0.2 % during the experiments. The reactant gases were premixed before entering the reactor. All gases used in the present experiments were high purity gases or mixtures with certified concentrations (±2% uncertainty). Downstream of the reactor, the system pressure was reduced to atmospheric level prior to product analysis, which was conducted by an on-line 6890N Agilent Gas Chromatograph (GC-TCD/FID from Agilent Technologies). All GC sampling and measurements were repeated at least twice to reduce measurement uncertainties. Distinguishing methanol from acetaldehyde was not possible due to signal overlapping in the GC. The signal areas corresponding to the sum of these components were measured and quantified by using the response factor of methanol, but the reported quantity was less accurate especially when a considerable acetaldehyde yield was expected. A general uncertainty of 6% is estimated for measurements by GC.

The plug flow assumption was shown by Rasmussen et al. [30] to be a good approximation for the present operating conditions. Figure 4 shows the measured temperature profiles for different isotherms while the flow was pure nitrogen. It was found that use of the full temperature profiles promoted the accuracy of simulations. Therefore, a plug flow model with constrained temperature and pressure was used for simulations in CHEMKIN [74]. Temperature profiles measured at different pressures revealed sensitivity of temperature profiles to the system pressure, most likely due to fluctuations in nitrogen supply of the pressure shell at higher pressures. Therefore separate temperature profiles for each pressure are provided as supplementary material. The uncertainty in the gas temperature due to heat release of reactions was limited by a high level of dilution. Simulations in CHEMKIN [74] with a constant pressure and enthalpy (adiabatic) model lead to a maximum 22 K temperature rise. However, because of the fast heat transfer from hot gases to the pressure shell, especially in such a narrow reactor, the deviation of the gas temperature from the measured temperature should be even smaller.

3.2. The rapid compression machine (RCM)

The experiments were conducted in a Rapid Compression Machine (RCM), described in detail previously [19, 75], of the same design, construction and specification as reported
Figure 4: Measured temperature profiles across the reaction zone. The flow rate was \( \sim 3 \text{ NL min}^{-1} \) at a pressure of 30 bar. The isothermal zone shrunk slightly at higher pressures.

in [76, 77]. A recommended creviced piston head [78], designed for this machine, was used in order to preserve a homogeneous reacting core. The gas mixtures were compressed in 10–20 ms to peak pressures that indicate the end of the compression, wherein the majority of the pressure rise took place in less than 3 ms. The dynamic pressures during compression and throughout the post compression period were measured using a Kistler quartz pressure sensor with thermo-shock optimized construction. Autoignition delay times for the \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_6/\text{O}_2/\text{Ar}/\text{N}_2 \) mixtures were obtained in a range of temperatures (900–1025 K) and pressures (10–80 bar) at \( \phi=1.0 \) and \( \phi=0.5 \). The composition of the studied gas mixtures, expressed in mole percent are given in Table 3. The total concentration of diluting inert gases were close to that of nitrogen in air, while the Ar/N\(_2\) ratio was chosen to provide the temperature range studied after compression for all fuels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mixture</th>
<th>( \text{C}_2\text{H}_6 )</th>
<th>( \text{O}_2 )</th>
<th>( \text{N}_2 )</th>
<th>AR</th>
<th>( \Phi )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The gas mixtures were prepared in advance in a 10 litre gas bottle and allowed to mix for 72 hours to ensure homogeneity. All test gases used in the experiments had purity greater than 99.9%. The desired gas temperature at the end of compression of the mixtures was obtained by changing the stroke length while the pressure at the end
of compression was changed by varying the initial pressure. To avoid the difficulty of calculating an effective compression ratio based on the unknown volume of the core gas within the combustion chamber, the ratio of measured pressures \( P_c, P_i \) was used to calculate the temperature \( T_c \) of the adiabatic core gas using the following equation,

\[
\int_{T_i}^{T_c} \frac{\gamma}{\gamma - 1} \frac{dT}{T} = \ln \frac{P_c}{P_i}
\]

Here, \( \gamma = C_p(T)/C_v(T) \). The heat capacities used in the calculation were expressed as temperature dependent polynomials [19]. The uncertainty of the calculated core gas temperatures \( T_c \) was less than \( \pm 3.5 \) K for all measurements. The reproducibility of the measured ignition delay times under identical conditions was better than \( \sim 5\% \) and the uncertainty in deriving the ignition delay from the measurements was \( \sim 0.3 \) ms.

Since RCM experiments involve compression and heat losses it is necessary to account for these effects in performing the numerical simulations. In this study compression and heat loss are taken into account in the model by specifying the specific volume of the adiabatic core as input into the simulations [76, 79, 80] which are performed with the SENKIN code [81] of the CHEMKIN II suite [82]. Since no multistage ignition phenomena were observed in the experiments, the specific volume of the adiabatic core is derived from the measured pressure trace in the period between compression and the point where significant heat release occurs, after this point the specific volume is extrapolated exponentially thereafter [19, 75]. This method faithfully reproduces the specific volume of the reactive mixture during compression and during the initial stage of the ignition process, when heat release is marginal, as shown by comparison with measurement on non-reactive mixtures in [19]. Figure 5 presents the experimental pressure trace and the calculated ignition delay time. As can be seen, the calculated pressure trace faithfully reproduces the experimental trace in the period prior to ignition. For more details about this simulation procedure we refer to [19, 75].
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Oxidation in the flow reactor

The major aim of this work was to characterize ethane oxidation at high pressures and intermediate temperatures. The results from the flow-reactor measurements at temperatures of 600–900 K and pressures of 20–100 bar are presented in this section. The gas residence time at the isothermal part of the reactor was estimated to be 3–4 s, 7–10 s, and 14–22 s for pressures of 20, 50, and 100 bar, respectively. For simulations, the temperature profiles (provided as supplementary material) were implemented to improve the accuracy. The tests were carried out on stoichiometric, strongly reducing, and strongly oxidizing mixtures. Evaluating models under very fuel-rich and fuel-lean conditions can reveal the deficiency of subsets of the mechanism that are only sensitive under specific circumstances.

Figure 6 presents the results of experiments for fuel-rich mixtures ($\phi=37–47$) at pressures of 20, 50, and 100 bar. At 20 bar pressure the fuel consumption starts at 775 K. Ethene and to a lesser extent CO and CH$_4$ are the major products. Increasing pressure to 50 and then 100 bar shifts the onset temperatures of the fuel conversion to 750 and 700 K, respectively. The gas residence time in the isothermal zone of the reactor increases by about a factor of five when the pressure is increased from 20 to 100 bar. However, the
fuel conversion in the higher end of the temperature range is inhibited by increasing pressure, reflected in the lower yield of C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4}. As outlined earlier, separating methanol and acetaldehyde is not possible due to overlapping GC signals, so only the total yield of methanol plus acetaldehyde is quantified. This yield initially increases but soon decreases with increasing temperature and it is independent of pressure at higher temperatures.

Figure 6: Results (molar fractions) of experiments under reducing conditions at 20 bar (\(\phi=37.2, 11130/1044\) ppm of C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{6}/O\textsubscript{2}), 50 bar (\(\phi=39.7, 11055/978\) ppm of C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{6}/O\textsubscript{2}), and 100 bar (\(\phi=46.6, 10990/834\) ppm of C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{6}/O\textsubscript{2}). All mixtures are diluted in nitrogen. Symbols mark experimental results and lines denote predictions of the present model using the temperature profiles in the supplementary materials. Approximating the gas residence time by \(\tau=2525 / T [\text{K}]\) s (20 bar), \(\tau=6204 / T [\text{K}]\) s (50 bar), and \(\tau=12970/T [\text{K}]\) s (100 bar) may deteriorate the model predictions slightly.
The results under reducing conditions could indicate that ethane is oxidized in two stages. The fuel is consumed rapidly in the first stage, while as the temperature increases, the consumption of ethane becomes slow. This behavior, which is most pronounced at 100 bar, is caused by the depletion of O$_2$ and cannot be attributed to NTC type chemistry.

The model predictions for reducing conditions are in satisfactory agreement with measurements (Fig. 6). The model predicts the onset temperature of the fuel conversion accurately and trends are captured well. The major products, CO and CH$_4$, are slightly overpredicted while the sum of methanol and acetaldehyde is underpredicted. According to the model, acetaldehyde is formed to a greater extent than methanol, so the sum of them likely represents acetaldehyde formation.

For near-stoichiometric mixtures ($\phi=0.81–0.91$), the onset of fuel oxidation is shifted to higher temperatures of 825, 775, and 750 K for pressures of 20, 50, and 100 bar, respectively (Fig. 7). The major products are CO, CO$_2$ and C$_2$H$_4$, with C$_2$H$_4$ disappearing at increased temperature. The model predictions agree very well with the measurements.

For fuel-lean mixtures ($\phi = 0.034–0.038$) (Fig. 8), the fuel oxidation starts at temperatures close to those found for stoichiometric mixtures. Here, the major products are CO and CO$_2$. Similar to stoichiometric conditions, C$_2$H$_4$ peaks at intermediate temperatures and disappears at higher temperatures.

From the experiments, it can be seen that when pressure and residence time are increased, the fuel oxidation starts at lower temperatures. To separate the effects of residence time from pressure, ethane conversion for different fuel-air equivalence ratios at a fixed residence time is studied using the model (see Supplemental Material). For reducing conditions, increasing pressure facilitates ignition at lower temperatures, but inhibits the conversion at 900 K. For stoichiometric and oxidizing conditions, higher pressures promote ignition and conversion. The predicted promoting effect of pressure on ignition is in line with the findings of Hunter et al. [4] who studied ethane oxidation at pressures up to 10 atm and temperatures around 925 K. The same trend was also found by Rasmussen et al. [22] for mixtures of methane and ethane.

The reaction pathways for ethane consumption at 100 bar and 700–775 K are shown in Fig. 9. The first step in ethane oxidation is H-abstraction by OH to form an ethyl
Figure 7: Results (molar fractions) of experiments under stoichiometric conditions at 20 bar (φ=0.82, 511/2194 ppm of C$_2$H$_6$/O$_2$), 50 bar (φ=0.81, 542/2328 ppm of C$_2$H$_6$/O$_2$), and 100 bar (φ=0.91, 580/2228 ppm of C$_2$H$_6$/O$_2$). All mixtures are diluted in nitrogen. Symbols mark experimental results and lines denote predictions of the present model using the temperature profiles in the supplementary materials. Approximating the gas residence time by $\tau=2580/T$ [K] s (20 bar), $\tau=6170/T$ [K] s (50 bar), and $\tau=12830/T$ [K] s (100 bar) may deteriorate the model predictions slightly.

radical. At the early stages of oxidation, also the abstraction by HO$_2$ is important.

$$C_2H_6 + OH \rightleftharpoons C_2H_5 + H_2O \quad (R4)$$

$$C_2H_6 + HO_2 \rightleftharpoons C_2H_5 + H_2O_2 \quad (R5)$$
Figure 8: Results (molar fractions) of experiments under oxidizing conditions at 20 bar (ϕ=0.035, 538/54035 ppm of C₂H₆/O₂), 50 bar (ϕ=0.034, 533/54815 ppm of C₂H₆/O₂), and 100 bar (ϕ=0.038, 570/52335 ppm of C₂H₆/O₂). All mixtures are diluted in nitrogen. Symbols mark experimental results and lines denote predictions of the present model using the temperature profiles in the supplementary materials. Approximating the gas residence time by \( \tau = \frac{2327}{T} \) [K] s (20 bar), \( \tau = \frac{5950}{T} \) [K] s (50 bar), and \( \tau = \frac{11890}{T} \) [K] s (100 bar) may deteriorate the model predictions slightly.

The ethyl radical adds to molecular oxygen to form CH₃CH₂OO, which dissociates to
ethene and a hydroperoxyl radical,

\[
\begin{align*}
C_2H_5 + O_2( + M) & \rightleftharpoons CH_3CH_2OO( + M) \quad (R12a) \\
CH_3CH_2OO( + M) & \rightleftharpoons C_2H_4 + HO_2( + M) \quad (R13b)
\end{align*}
\]

Under reducing conditions, recombination of \(C_2H_4\) and \(H\) is favoured compared to \(C_2H_4\) oxidation, so ethene becomes a major final product of the process, as seen in Fig 6. A minor but important fraction of \(CH_3CH_2OO\) reacts with \(HO_2\) to form \(CH_3CH_2OOH\);

\[
CH_3CH_2OO + HO_2( + M) \rightleftharpoons CH_3CH_2OOH + O_2( + M) \quad (R14)
\]

which then dissociates to ethoxy (\(CH_3CH_2O\)). The ethoxy radical decomposes to a methyl radical and formaldehyde.

\[
\begin{align*}
CH_3CH_2OOH( + M) & \rightleftharpoons CH_3CH_2O + OH( + M) \quad (R16) \\
CH_3CH_2O( + M) & \rightleftharpoons CH_2O + CH_3( + M) \quad (R17)
\end{align*}
\]

Under stoichiometric and oxidizing conditions, the fuel consumption proceeds partly through association of \(C_2H_4\) with \(OH\) to \(CH_2CH_2OH\), which itself adds to molecular oxygen,

\[
\begin{align*}
C_2H_4 + OH( + M) & \rightleftharpoons CH_2CH_2OH( + M) \quad (R18a) \\
CH_2CH_2OH + O_2( + M) & \rightleftharpoons HOCH_2CH_2OO( + M) \quad (R20)
\end{align*}
\]

The resulting \(HOCH_2CH_2OO\) radical then dissociates to form formaldehyde.

As discussed above, the reaction pathways found under these conditions are different from the general pathways suggested for larger alkanes \([40]\), as the isomerization of \(CH_3CH_2OO\) to \(CH_2CH_2OOH\) \(\text{(R13a)}\) is not competitive with thermal dissociation to \(C_2H_4 + HO_2\) \(\text{(R13b)}\).

The sensitivity of the modelling predictions to the rate constants of the reactions is
analysed via a brute-force method. Here, the sensitivity coefficient ($S_i$) is defined as

$$S_i = \frac{(\Delta X_{C_2H_6}/X_{C_2H_6})}{(\Delta k_i/k_i)}$$

where $k_i$ is the rate constant of the $i^{th}$ reaction. Figure 10 shows the results of the analysis at 100 bar. The dissociation of $H_2O_2$ to $OH$,

$$H_2O_2( + M) \rightleftharpoons OH + OH( + M)$$

(R21)

is the most sensitive reaction. The H-abstraction by $HO_2$ (R5) is another controlling step upon the ignition at 100 bar.

Hydrogen abstraction reactions involving $CH_3CH_2OO$ and $CH_3OO$ are important, in
Figure 10: Sensitivity coefficients of C₂H₆ molar fraction. The coefficients are calculated at a residence time corresponding to 20% conversion of either C₂H₆ or O₂ (whichever happens earlier). Negative coefficients indicate promoting effect on fuel conversion.
This is in line with our expectation of a dominant role of these compounds at high pressures and intermediate temperatures.

4.2. Ignition in the RCM

Autoignition experiments in the RCM have been conducted at temperatures ranging from 900–1025 K and pressures of 10–80 bar, extending the range of conditions covered by the flow reactor data. The experimental results are presented in Figs. 11–15.

![Figure 11: Measured ignition delay times (dots) and calculated ignition delay times (lines) scaled to second-order with the reciprocal density and plotted as function of the reciprocal temperature (T_c) for stoichiometric (mixture A) and the fuel lean, Φ=0.5 (mixture B) mixtures.](image)

Figure 11: Measured ignition delay times (dots) and calculated ignition delay times (lines) scaled to second-order with the reciprocal density and plotted as function of the reciprocal temperature (T_c) for stoichiometric (mixture A) and the fuel lean, Φ=0.5 (mixture B) mixtures.

To present all the results in one figure, the auto-ignition delay times measured at different temperature (T_c) and pressure (P_c) are scaled to second order with the reciprocal density and plotted as a function of the reciprocal temperature (T_c) for the fuel lean (Φ=0.5) and stoichiometric mixtures in Fig. 11 similar to the scaling done in [75]. It can be seen from Fig. 11 that the measured ignition delay times at Φ=0.5 are systematically longer, about a factor of two, than those observed at Φ=1.0. Also interesting to note is
that the slope of the lines at $\Phi=0.5$ and $\Phi=1.0$ are almost identical, which suggests a similar overall activation energy for both equivalence ratios, as also observed in [11] where the measurements were performed in the high temperature regime ($T=1235$–1660 K). However, we refrain from further analyses of the apparent activation energy due to varying degrees of heat loss in the pre-ignition period for different times. In contrast to the results shown here, the authors in [11, 18] observed that an increase in equivalence ratio resulted in an increase in the autoignition delay time in the high temperature regime.

Figures 12 and 13 show the autoignition delay times, measured along the isotherm at $T_c \simeq 932$ K (Fig. 12) and $T_c \simeq 958$ K (Fig. 13) at fuel lean and stoichiometric conditions. The scatter observed along the two isotherms is mainly caused by day-to-day variations in the compressed temperature ($\pm 4$ K) in the measurements. From Figs. 12 and 13 it can be seen that increasing the pressure from 20 to 40 bar results in a reduction of the autoignition delay time by about a factor of 3.5 for all measurements; this promoting effect of pressure is in qualitative agreement with the flow reactor measurements at stoichiometric conditions. In addition, the substantially shorter times measured for stoichiometric mixtures than for lean mixtures are clearly seen in the figures. From Fig. 14 it can be seen that increasing the temperature over the measured domain of $\sim 70$ K, at a constant pressure of 30 bar, results in a reduction of the autoignition delay time by roughly an order of magnitude.

Figure 12: Measured (symbols) and calculated (lines) autoignition delay times plotted as function of pressure ($P_c$) at fixed peak compression temperature $T_c \sim 934$ K at stoichiometric and fuel lean conditions, $\Phi=0.5$. 
Figure 13: Measured (symbols) and calculated (lines) autoignition delay times plotted as function of pressure ($P_c$) at fixed peak compression temperature $T_c=958$ K at stoichiometric and fuel lean conditions, $\Phi=0.5$.

Figure 14: Measured (symbols) and calculated (lines) autoignition delay times plotted as function of temperature ($T_c$) at fixed peak compression pressure, $P_c \sim 30$ bar, at stoichiometric conditions.

Figure 15 shows the isotherms measured at 930 and 970 K from 40–80 bar at fuel lean conditions, extending the experimental maximum pressure by a factor of two from Figs. 12 and 13. The results show the continued reduction in the autoignition delay time with increasing pressure.

The computational results shown in Figs. 11-15 are presented as polynomial trend lines through the computed points to avoid clutter in the figures. As can be seen in Fig. 11, the calculated ignition delay times, scaled to second-order with the reciprocal density, reproduce the trends in ignition delay time faithfully at stoichiometric and fuel-lean conditions for the entire range of temperatures studied. From Figs. 12–15 it can
be seen that the agreement between measurements and calculations is generally better than 15% for the entire range of pressures and temperatures. However, for stoichiometric conditions at pressure below 30 bar the modelling predictions are less accurate (Fig. 14), with an underprediction of the ignition delay of up to 30%.

The sensitivity analyses presented in Fig. 16 are performed at the pressures $P_c=20$ bar and $P_c=80$ bar for the isotherm $T_c=930$ K, corresponding to the conditions in Fig. 15. Although the magnitude of the sensitivity coefficients differs for the individual reactions, the autoignition delay time is sensitive to the same subset of reactions for both pressure conditions. Furthermore, sensitivity and rate of production analyses show that the H-abstraction from ethane by hydroperoxyl (R4) is important for promoting the autoignition, similar to what was observed at the flow reactor conditions described above. Additionally, from Fig. 16 it can be seen that the peroxide chemistry is important. The reactions

\[
\begin{align*}
H_2O_2( + M) & \rightleftharpoons OH + OH( + M) \quad (R21) \\
CH_3CH_2OOH + O_2 & \rightleftharpoons CH_3CH_2OO + HO_2 \quad (R25) \\
CH_3CH_2OOH + C_2H_5 & \rightleftharpoons CH_3CH_2OO + C_2H_6 \quad (R26)
\end{align*}
\]
act to promote ignition, while

\[ \text{HO}_2 + \text{HO}_2 = \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 + \text{O}_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (R27)

inhibits the ignition process.

4.3. Comparison with literature data

Above, the chemical kinetic model was evaluated against data from the flow reactor experiments at pressures of 20–100 bar and temperatures of 600–900 K and from the RCM at pressures of 20–80 bar and temperatures of 800–1025 K. To assess further the possibility of NTC behavior for ethane, data on high-pressure explosion limits from batch reactor experiments are interpreted in terms of the detailed model. In addition, the model evaluation is extended to higher temperatures by comparison to data from shock tubes and flame measurements in the following sections.
4.3.1. High-pressure explosion limits

Experimental data for explosion limits of ethane have been reported in several studies [35–39]. As discussed above, results are not conclusive but the experiments differ significantly with respect to reactor material and size, stoichiometry, pressure, and temperature. Here we focus on the data obtained by Townend and coworkers [37, 38] at elevated pressure (2-25 atm) and temperatures in the 600-800 K range.

Figure 17 compares the measured explosion limits for a mixture of 10% ethane in air with predictions by the present model. From 800 K down to about 705 K, Townend and Chamberlain [37] report a smooth increase in explosion pressure. However, at 710 K there is a sharp inflection point. Between 710 and 620 K, the explosion pressure is almost constant; below 620 K it then increases rapidly.

![Figure 17: Measured and predicted explosion limits for C₂H₆/air mixtures. The thick black solid curve marks experimental results from Townend and Chamberlain [37] for a mixture with 10% ethane, while the blue curve presents the predicted results.](image)

The experiments were conducted in a reactor with a mild steel liner and despite the enhanced pressure, some surface interaction would be anticipated. Surface effects would presumably be most pronounced at temperatures below the inflection point where ignition times were reported to increase dramatically, from being of the order of a minute at the higher temperatures to two hours at the lowest investigated temperatures. For clarity,
we did not include a wall termination reaction in the modeling; instead explosion had to occur within a set induction time under isothermal conditions to be acknowledged. The limiting induction time was somewhat arbitrarily set to 10 s; the use of a different value would affect the predicted explosion limits but not the overall trends.

Considering the experimental uncertainties and the simplifications in the modeling, the calculations are in satisfactory agreement with observations. Explosion pressures are predicted satisfactorily above 650 K; below this temperature reported induction times were excessively long. Also the inflection point is captured by the model, even though it is not as sharp as the measured one.

The reaction pathways are similar to those outlined in Fig. 9 for reducing conditions. Ethane is converted through ethyl peroxide, $\text{C}_2\text{H}_6 + \text{OH} \rightarrow \text{C}_2\text{H}_5 + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{CH}_3\text{CH}_2\text{OO}$, followed by the chain branching sequence $\text{CH}_3\text{CH}_2\text{OOH}(+M) \rightarrow \text{CH}_3\text{CH}_2\text{O} + \text{OH}(+M)$ (R16), $\text{CH}_3\text{CH}_2\text{O}(+M) \rightarrow \text{CH}_2\text{O} + \text{CH}_3(+M)$ (R17). The development of the radical pool is quite sensitive to the fate of $\text{CH}_3\text{CH}_2\text{OO}$. Hydrogen abstraction reactions forming $\text{CH}_3\text{CH}_2\text{OOH}$ (R14, R22, R24) promote chain-branching, while thermal dissociation, $\text{CH}_3\text{CH}_2\text{OO}(+M) \rightarrow \text{C}_2\text{H}_4 + \text{HO}_2(+M)$ (R13b) is in effect chain-terminating. The dissociation of $\text{CH}_3\text{CH}_2\text{OO}$ (R13b) is in the fall-off region under these conditions (see Arrhenius plot in the Supplemental Material). As the pressure increases, $k_{13b}$ approaches the high-pressure limit and the reaction becomes less competitive compared to the bimolecular steps (R14, R22, R24) that lead to branching and explosion. Conceivably the sharper inflection observed experimentally is augmented by the pressure-dependent competition for HO$_2$ between reaction and diffusion to the wall (termination). However, the inflection point and the plateau in explosion pressure at 650-700 K are not caused by NTC-type chemistry, i.e., $\text{CH}_3\text{CH}_2\text{OO} \rightarrow \text{CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OOOH} + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{OOCH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OOH} \rightarrow$ branching since isomerization of $\text{CH}_3\text{CH}_2\text{OO}$ (R13a) is too slow to compete.

4.3.2. Ignition delays at higher temperatures

The ignition delay time of ethane has been measured at pressures greater than 10 atm in several shock tube studies [16, 18, 83, 84]. Figure 18 shows the measured ignition delay times and the predictions by the present model. The modelling predictions generally compare reasonably well with the measured values.
Figure 18: Ignition delay time of C$_2$H$_6$/O$_2$/Ar mixtures calculated by the present model. Symbols mark experimental results from Aul et al. [16] (85% Ar, 16 atm), Zhang et al. [18] (95% Ar, 21 atm), Pan et al. [83] (95% Ar, 16 atm), and Hu et al. [84] (1% C$_2$H$_6$ in Ar, 20 atm).

4.3.3. Species profiles from shock tubes

Tranter and coworkers have measured the concentration of stable components behind the shock in a shock tube at high pressures of 40 [7], as well as 340 and 613 bar [6]. The post-shock composition was measured by a GC. By recording pressure and calculating temperature accordingly, they were able to simulate the post-shock conditions.

To simulate the data, here a fixed pressure (40, 340, and 613 bar) and a residence time of 1.7 ms were implemented in the model. As shown in Fig. 19 for 40 bar, the fuel conversion starts around 1150 K and is accompanied by a gradual increase in the concentrations of CO and C$_2$H$_4$. Above 1250 K, the C$_2$H$_4$ concentration decreases and it almost disappears around 1400 K. At 340 and 613 bar, the fuel conversion is detected above 1075 K. The model generally agrees well with the measurements, even though at 340 bar the temperature for onset of oxidation is overpredicted by around 50 K.

4.3.4. Flame speeds

Laminar flame speeds of combustible mixtures are widely used to evaluate kinetic models. For ethane/air mixtures, the flame speed has been measured at pressures up to 10 atm [26, 85–90]. Figure 20 compares modelling predictions with measurements at 1, 5, and 10 atm. Following Law et al. [91], we plot the burning velocities against normalized fuel-air equivalence ratio for a better representation. The model overpredicts the flame...
speed by up to about 5 cm s\(^{-1}\) for fuel-lean and stoichiometric mixtures, but its accuracy improves for fuel-rich mixtures.

The reason for the overprediction of the ethane flame speed is not clear. The present model predicts the flame speeds of hydrogen, methane, and acetylene very well [27, 29, 31]. The calculated flame speeds of ethene and acetylene are shown in figure 21 for atmospheric pressure and the results are within the uncertainty range of the experimental measurements. Sensitivity analyses are conducted using built-in functions of Chemkin [74] for mass flow rate sensitivity, which represents well the sensitivity of flame speed to reaction rate constants. Results of the analyses for ethane, ethene, and acetylene flames are shown in Fig. 22.

Only two reactions show up as controlling the predicted ethane flame speed but not important in calculating flame speeds of ethene and acetylene:

\[
\begin{align*}
C_2H_5( + M) &\rightleftharpoons C_2H_4 + H( + M) \quad \text{(R8(b))} \\
C_2H_5 + H &\rightleftharpoons CH_3 + CH_3 \quad \text{(R9(b))}
\end{align*}
\]

In ethane flames, reaction R8(b) produces H atoms while reaction R9(b) consumes H. Earlier, Park et al. [96] examined three chemical kinetic models and found that all of them overpredicted the flame speed of ethane. Park et al. [96] concluded that inaccuracies in the rate constants for reactions R8(b) and R9(b) may be a reason for the disagreement between the models and measurements for ethane flame speed. However, for both reactions rate coefficients seem to be fairly well established. For \(k_8\), we relied on a theoretical study by Miller and Klippenstein [61], which is in good agreement with measured data. The rate constant for reaction R9 was taken from the evaluation of Baulch et al. [57].
Figure 19: Post-shock concentration profiles at different temperatures. Symbols mark experimental results measured in a shock tube with initial mole fractions of 200 ppm of C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{6} (Φ=1, in AR) at pressures of Top: 40 bar, from ref [7]; Middle: 340 bar, from ref [6]; Bottom: 613 bar, from ref [6]. Lines denote the prediction of the present model implementing a fixed residence time of 1.7 ms.
Figure 20: The unstretched laminar burning velocity of ethane/air mixtures versus normalized equivalence ratio for an initial temperature of 300 K and at different pressures. Lines denote the present model predictions and symbols mark experimental results from Ravi et al. [26], Vagelopoulos and Egolfopoulos [85], Konnov et al. [86], Jomaas et al. [87], Dyakov et al. [88], Lowry et al. [89], Goswami [90].

Figure 21: The unstretched laminar burning velocity of ethene/air and acetylene/air mixtures versus normalized equivalence ratio for an initial temperature of 300 K and at atmospheric pressure. Lines denote the present model predictions and symbols mark experimental results from Ravi et al. [26], Jomaas et al. [87], Egolfopoulos et al. [92], Hassan et al. [93], Kumar et al. [94], and Rokni et al. [95].
Figure 22: The sensitivity of the mass flow rate of the stoichiometric mixtures of ethane, ethene, and acetylene in air at atmospheric pressure and initial temperature of 300 K.
5. Conclusion

Ethane oxidation was investigated in a laminar flow reactor at intermediate temperatures of 600–900 K and high pressures of 20–100 bar. In the experiments, the concentrations of stable species were measured at the reactor outlet while temperature was varied. The results revealed onset temperatures of reaction between 700 K and 825 K, depending on pressure and stoichiometry. The onset temperature decreased with increasing pressure, with no indication of NTC behavior, while stoichiometry had only a minor effect. The RCM experiments, conducted at temperatures of 900–1025 K and pressures of 10–80 bar, showed that the ignition delay time decreased substantially with increasing pressure and temperature. Ignition delays at $\phi=0.5$ were longer than at $\phi=1.0$.

A detailed chemical kinetic model was developed with particular attention to the peroxide chemistry. Rate constants for reactions on the C$_2$H$_5$O$_2$ potential energy surface were adopted from the recent theoretical work of Klippenstein and the internal H-abstraction in CH$_3$CH$_2$OO to form CH$_2$CH$_2$OOH was studied at a high level of theory. Our work did not support occurrence of NTC behavior in ethane oxidation. Even at the high-pressure conditions of the present work where the C$_2$H$_5$ + O$_2$ reaction yields ethylperoxyl rather than C$_2$H$_4$ + HO$_2$, the chain branching sequence CH$_3$CH$_2$OO $\rightarrow$ CH$_2$CH$_2$OOH $^{+\text{O}_2}$ OOCH$_2$CH$_2$OOH $\rightarrow$ branching is not competitive, because the internal H-atom transfer in CH$_3$CH$_2$OO to CH$_2$CH$_2$OOH is too slow compared to thermal dissociation to C$_2$H$_4$ and HO$_2$.

Modeling predictions for species concentrations from the flow reactor experiments and ignition delay times from the RCM were satisfactory. In addition, the model could reproduce ignition delay times and post-shock concentrations from shock-tube experiments in literature, but it overpredicted flame speed at pressures of 1–5 bar.

The data provided extend the ethane oxidation benchmark at high pressures and intermediate temperatures. Models validated against such data can be used more safely in the optimization of engines and gas turbines.
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